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Abstract
Safe interaction between autonomous vehicles (AVs) and humans requires decision-making strategies
that intelligently reason about the effect an AV’s decisions have on actors in its environment. As a
result, recent years have seen much progress towards interaction-aware methods that consider the
non-cooperative nature of the human-robot interactions in autonomous driving. In contrast with
previous work, we propose to exploit the fact that humans and autonomous agents typically interact
in environments with rules and conventions that all agents should follow, such as in traffic. To do this,
we express the rules as linear temporal logical constraints on the joint state trajectory and model the
multi-agent interaction as a stochastic game. We fix the likelihood of other agents making decisions
that can violate the rules instead of implicitly encoding it in the agents’ preference structure. This
formulation results in decision-making agents that take the likelihood of others breaking the rules
into account in an interpretable manner based on quantities that are straightforward to estimate. We
dub this framework the cautious Markov game (CMG), for which we efficiently construct policies
using robust dynamic programming. We also show that classic results on Nash equilibria in the
2-player zero-sum setting extend to the CMG. By exploiting the rule-based nature of the game, we
can significantly reduce the conservatism of robust policies on simple illustrative examples.
Keywords: Markov Decision Processes, Formal Methods, Game Theory

1. Introduction
To reliably deploy the next generation of autonomous robotic systems in unstructured open-world
environments, they have to interact safely with other agents such as humans and other robots. In many
of these settings, such as when an autonomous vehicle merges into traffic on a highway on-ramp,
automated systems need to negotiate with other agents in their environment to achieve an objective
that is often in tension with the goals of others.
As surveyed in Schwarting et al. (2018), a rapidly growing body of research in the controls and
AI communities seeks to develop methods for autonomous decision-making that reason intelligently
about the influence that an autonomous agents’ decisions have on the behavior of others in its
environment, often by employing a variety of learning algorithms. However, recent methods ignore
that interactions between humans and robots are typically highly structured: Vehicles in traffic should
obey traffic rules. Therefore, in contrast with previous work, we propose taking advantage of the fact
that humans and robots interact in structured environments with rules and conventions that everyone
should follow. Indeed, it is our view that the interaction-aware AV decision-making task would be
significantly simplified if everyone obeyed traffic rules at all times, because many traffic rules (like
driving on the right-hand side of the road) exist precisely to reduce the amount of negotiation between
agents that is required to safely reach a destination. Therefore, we hypothesize that estimates of the
likelihood that other agents will break the rules present a highly interpretable and actionable signal
to incorporate in an AV decision-making stack.
Contributions: In this work, we propose to synthesize decision making-agents that explicitly
take the likelihood of others violating traffic rules into account. To do this, we propose to model the
interaction rules using Linear Temporal Logical (LTL) constraints on the joint trajectories of all the
agents in a stochastic game. Even though traffic rules encode statements on trajectories—did agent
1 stop at the stop-sign before crossing? Did agent 1 yield for agent 2?—and thus on the outcomes
of joint decisions of all the agents, traffic rules generally make it unambiguous to humans which
decisions are acceptable and which are not in a specific situation. Therefore, under the assumption
that agents are unilaterally responsible for themselves satisfying traffic rules, we translate the LTL
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trajectory constraints into constraints on the agents’ actions by segmenting each agent’s action set
into a subset of prudent actions and its imprudent complement using reachability analysis. We then
model the likelihood of an agent breaking the rules as the probability of taking an imprudent action,
which can result in a rule violation, and estimate this likelihood from data. We dub the resulting
game the cautious Markov game and discuss how classic results for normal-form games translate
to our setup, where the likelihood of an agent taking a rule-breaking action is fixed a priori. This
allows us to solve the 2-player zero-sum stochastic game analogously to the classical work of Shapley
(1953) and compute adversarially robust policies for N -player games. Finally, we show on simulated
examples that our assumptions accurately model common traffic scenarios and significantly reduce
the conservatism of adversarial approaches by taking traffic rules into account. As such, this work
presents both a basic contribution towards intelligent, interaction-aware decision-making and an
initial step towards formal synthesis methods for autonomous agents in multi-agent, rule-based
environments, a problem that has received comparatively little attention in the literature Schwarting
et al. (2018).

2. Related Work
Interaction-aware methods have received increasing attention from robotics researchers in recent
years, resulting in a diverse body of existing work that we broadly segment into three categories, all
of which do not present a principled treatment of traffic rules.
1. Ego-Conditioned Trajectory Forecasting: These methods apply contemporary deep-learning
techniques to predict the joint evolution of the trajectories of all agents in a scene Ivanovic and
Pavone (2019) or explicitly condition forecasts of other agents’ trajectories on the motion plans of
the ego vehicle Salzmann et al. (2020), thereby capturing the interaction between the agents. By
conditioning the predictions on the decisions made by the ego vehicle, these methods can reason
about how others will react to the decisions made by the AV. However, it is challenging to collect
data with the AV behaving in many different ways in the same scenario and equip modern deep
learning methods with provably correct measures of uncertainty in the predictions.
2. Intention-Aware Decision Making: These methods model the interaction-aware decisionmaking problem as one of estimating the intent of other agents online by considering the policies of
opposing agents as functions of unknown intent parameters, reducing the problem to a single agent
POMDP Bandyopadhyay et al. (2013); Sadigh et al. (2016a); Brechtel et al. (2011); Bai et al. (2015);
Galceran et al. (2015). Online inference on the intentions or goals that other agents may have can be
computationally prohibitive in complex interactions, so these methods typically encode primitive
behaviors that depend only on a handful of parameters.
3. Game Theoretic Planning: Recent work advocates a game-theoretic approach to interactionaware robotics, modeling opposing agents as rational with respect to a cost function to construct Nash
equilibrium policies that anticipate how opponents will react Le Cleac’h et al. (2021); Spica et al.
(2020); Fridovich-Keil et al. (2020); Sadigh et al. (2016b); Ye et al. (2020); Zanardi et al. (2021);
Wang et al. (2019); Britzelmeier and Dreves (2020); Dreves and Gerdts (2018). However, computing
Nash equilibria for general non-cooperative games is intractable Shoham and Leyton-Brown (2008).
Only a handful of dynamic games, like the zero-sum (adversarial) stochastic game, have a unique
solution that we can tractably compute Shapley (1953); Başar and Olsder (1998). Therefore, existing
game-theoretic algorithms generally focus on practical iterative methods without strong guarantees,
optimizing free-form trajectories in generic dynamic games. Many of these methods assume the
objectives of other agents are known a priori (i.e., see Spica et al. (2020); Fridovich-Keil et al. (2020);
Le Cleac’h et al. (2021)) or identify parametric models, like neural networks or weighted basis
functions, to capture the objectives of other road users, for example, through inverse reinforcement
learning algorithms Ng and Russell (2000); Sadigh et al. (2016b); Peters et al. (2021). Therefore,
existing algorithms encode the tendency of an agent to follow traffic rules entirely within their
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objective, leading to methods that can both be fragile under uncertainty and uninterpretable while
making adversarial (i.e., zero-sum) approaches much too conservative. In this work, we explicitly
encode the structure in the control task by fixing the likelihood that other agents break traffic rules to
reduce the amount of negotiation that is required by the agents.
Formal Methods for Decision-Making: oftentimes traffic rules specify the order in which
events should occur, so we model them as linear temporal logical (LTL) Baier and Katoen (2008)
constraints on the joint trajectories of the agents, in the spirit of recent work that transcribed traffic
rules into LTL Rizaldi and Althoff (2015); Esterle et al. (2020). Previously, formal methods have
also been applied in the controls and robotics communities to guarantee that autonomous systems
satisfy complex temporal behavior Sadigh et al. (2014); Li et al. (2017); Wolff et al. (2012); Raman
et al. (2015). These algorithms synthesize policies that satisfy LTL constraints for all time in various
single-agent or cooperative multi-agent settings, using both exact solution methods and a variety of
reinfocement learning approaches (i.e., see Baier and Katoen (2008); Wolff et al. (2012); Sadigh
et al. (2014); Li et al. (2017); Sun et al. (2020); Raman et al. (2015); Leung et al. (2021); DeCastro
et al. (2020)). These methods generally cannot handle the noncooperative and multi-agent nature
of rule-based open-world robotics tasks, as we cannot control whether the agents surrounding an
autonomous vehicle follow traffic rules or not. Therefore, we focus instead on synthesizing agents
that avoid breaking the rules themselves but take the likelihood of others violating rules at any given
instant into account.

3. The Cautious Stochastic Game
Now, we introduce the problem formulation for which we develop efficient solution algorithms.
Consider a discrete stochastic (or Markov) game (S, T, {Ai , Ri }N
i=1 , γ) as considered in Shoham
and Leyton-Brown (2008), with N agents that should each follow LTL traffic rules. Specifically,
let ϕ1 , . . . , ϕN be the LTL specifications that encode the traffic rule that each respective agent
i ∈ {1, . . . , N } should follow, defined over atomic propositions that are functions of the state s ∈ S.
Unfortunately, sometimes the agents decide to break the rules, which we will simply model using a
fixed probability pi ∈ [0, 1] for each agent i ∈ {1, . . . , N }. To optimize their utility, the agents need
to take the likelihood of others breaking the rule into account. We dub this formulation the Cautious
Markov Game.
3.1. Product Game
To construct the Cautious Markov Game, we first take advantage of the defining property of the
LTL formulae ϕ1 , . . . , ϕN : That we can easily verify whether the state history at some time t ∈ N,
defined as ht = (s0 , . . . , st ) with sk ∈ S as the state at time k, satisfies the rules using finite state
machines (FSMs). Formally, for every rule ϕi , there exists a FSM (Qi , S, qi0 , δi , Fi ) so that when the
FSM is given initial condition qi0 and follows the transition dynamics δi : Qi × S → Qi , it holds that
ht satisfies ϕi , that is, ht |= ϕi , if and only if qit+1 ∈ Fi ⊆ Qi Baier and Katoen (2008); De Giacomo
and Vardi (2013). We therefore augment the state s ∈ S using the FSM states associated with the
rules. This is a standard approach in the literature (e.g. see Sadigh et al. (2014); Wolff et al. (2012);
Baier and Katoen (2008) for a detailed discussion).
Definition 1 Let (Qi , S, qi0 , δi , Fi ) be the FSM associated with rule ϕi for i = 1, . . . , N . The product game associated with a stochastic game and a set of rules ϕ1 , . . . , ϕN is the tuple (Sp , Tp , {Ai , Ri }N
i=1 , γ),
where the product state sp ∈ Sp = S × Q1 , . . . , QN and the product dynamics Tp : Sp × Sp × A →
[0, 1] are given as
(
T (s′ |s, a) if δi (qi , s′ ) = qi′ ∀ i ∈ {1, . . . , N }
′
Tp (sp |sp , a) =
.
(1)
0
else
3
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The product game’s dynamics are essentially equivalent to that of the original cautious game: They
simply represent the joint evolution of the system state s, which the agents observe, and the FSM
states q1 , . . . , qN , which the agents track internally. However, we can now focus our attention
on memoryless policies of the product state sp , as a trajectory history ht |= ϕi if and only if
t ) has q t ∈ F .
stp = (st , q1t , . . . , qN
i
i
3.2. Traffic Rule Desiderata
Before we fully introduce the Cautious Markov Game, we need to develop a precise notion of what it
means for an individual agent to break a rule because violation of an LTL specification over state
trajectories depends on the outcomes of decisions made by multiple agents. Moreover, even though
arbitrary rules can make it unclear who was at fault for a rule violation from a causal modeling
perspective Pearl (2009), traffic rules generally make it unambiguous how road-users should act.
Therefore, we construct our approach around two basic observations:
1. Rules are discriminative: We are guided by the intuition that acceptable interaction rules
should be discriminative in nature. For example, a traffic rule should be satisfied by default if all the
agents decide to stay at home. As such, agents only violate the rules when they engage in behavior
that was explicitly disallowed, making it possible to pinpoint the instant at which a rule was violated
as the timestep after which an LTL formula was longer satisfied. This intuition means a good rule
should not require some event to happen eventually, as this would imply that all the agents are
breaking the rule until this event happens.
2. Rules eliminate coordination: In this work, we take the view that traffic rules generally exist
to reduce the need for coordination among the agents. For example, traffic rules specify that we
drive on the right-hand side of the road so that we do not have to coordinate with oncoming traffic.
This perspective implies that an agent violating a rule is a result of their own decisions regardless of
the behavior of others, unambiguously specifying acceptable behavior for each agent individually.
Therefore, we define the event of an agent breaking traffic rules as follows:
Definition 2 Agent i ∈ {1, . . . , N } breaks its associated LTL rule ϕi at time t ∈ N if for k ∈
{0, . . . , t − 1} it holds that the trajectory history hk |= ϕi and ht ̸|= ϕi .
From the FSM instantiation of the rules, we see that agent i breaks its associated traffic rule ϕi if
and only if the product state sp ∈ Sp evolves into the set
Fi := {(s, q1 , . . . , qN ) ∈ Sp : qi ̸∈ Fi },

(2)

where Fi is the set of accepting conditions of the FSM associated with ϕi , under definition 2.
Under our desiderata, each agent carries unilateral responsibility for breaking its associated traffic
rule; if agent i runs a red light or does not yield at a roundabout, we consider this a consequence
of agent i’s decisions and not the other agents’. Moreover, to decide when an agent breaks a rule,
we need to assume that the agent can unilaterally make decisions to satisfy the rule for all time
from a nonempty set of initial conditions; nobody should be blamed for something that was out
of their control from the start. We will examine common traffic scenarios in §5 that support our
hypothesis—that these desiderata model the vast majority of traffic rules.
3.3. The Cautious Markov Game
To avoid breaking the rule ϕi , agent i needs to ensure that the state stp ̸∈ Fi for all time t ≥ 0. We
note that recognizing the timestep at which a rule was broken is separate from the question of when
violation of the rule became inevitable: running a red light may become inevitable if a car drives
too fast to be able to stop in time, but the light will not be run until the car enters the intersection.
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Therefore, we identify the set Ri ⊆ Sp from which agent i can unilaterally avoid reaching Fi for all
future timesteps. Let Πi be the set of all Markov policies in the product state space, i.e., functions
πi : Sp → Ai , for agent i. Then, we define the set
Ri := {sp ∈ Sp : ∃πi ∈ Πi s.t. Prob(stp ∈ Fi |s0p = sp ) = 0 ∀π−i ∈ Π−i , t ≥ 0},

(3)

as the set of states from which agent i can guarantee ϕi is satisfied for all time and for all opponent
policies. The set Ri therefore reflects the set of states from which agent i can unilaterally satisfy
its associated traffic rule without coordinating with other agents, making precise the unilateral
responsibility as noted in our desiderata.
We use Ri to translate the violation of agent i’s traffic rule ϕi , a statement over realized state
trajectories ht ∈ S t , to a statement over agent i’s decision making. Specifically, we define the set of
prudent, or good, actions for agent i at product state sp ∈ Sp as
Gi (sp ) := {ai ∈ Ai : Tp (s′p |sp , ai , a−i ) = 0 ∀s′p ∈ Sp \ Ri , a−i ∈ A−i },

(4)

and we take the set of imprudent, or bad, actions as its complement Bi (sp ) := Ai \ Gi (sp ). For a
state sp ∈ Ri , the set Gi (sp ) collects all the actions for which agent i remains in Ri with probability
1, regardless of the decisions of the other agents. Conversely, if agent i takes an imprudent action,
there is a nonzero probability that the state evolves into Sp \ Ri , from which agent i can no longer
guarantee that the rule will be satisfied for all time unless it coordinates with the other agents. We
emphasize that taking an imprudent action does not immediately imply that agent i’s rule will be
broken. For example, even though an agent decided to drive too fast to yield for an opponent on a
roundabout, the yield rule will not end up being broken if the opponent takes an earlier exit at the
last moment. Still, under our desiderata, agent i should not take imprudent actions, as they will be at
fault if a rule violation occurs. To make this intuition precise, we prove in Appendix B that agent
i’s rule is satisfied for all time and opponent policies π−i ∈ Π−i if and only if the initial condition
s0p ∈ Ri and ati ∈ Gi (stp ) for all t ≥ 0.
Therefore, if agent i breaks rule ϕi , this means agent i took at least one imprudent action, that is,
an action that can result in a future rule violation. Therefore, we simply consider the probability that
an agent takes an imprudent action as a fixed quantity, perhaps estimated from data, giving rise to the
Cautious Stochastic Game that we consider in this work.
Definition 3 A Cautious Markov Game (CMG) is the tuple (Sp , Tp , {Ai , Gi , Bi , Ri , pi }N
i=1 , γ). Here
Sp is the shared set of product states, Ai is the action set for agent i, Tp : Sp × Sp × A → [0, 1]
is the state transition probability, γ ∈ (0, 1) is the discount factor, Ri : Sp × A → R is agent i’s
reward function, and
• Gi (sp ) ⊆ Ai and Bi (sp ) = Ai \ Gi (sp ) are the sets of prudent and imprudent actions for
agent i at a state sp ∈ Sp ,
• pi ∈ [0, 1] is the probability that agent i takes an imprudent action, i.e. an action in Bi (sp ),
whenever Bi (sp ) ̸= ∅ and Gi (sp ) ̸= ∅.
The difference between a cautious game and a normal-form stochastic game is that the agents take
imprudent actions with a fixed likelihood pi . This formalism means that the agents need to take the
likelihood of their opponents breaking the rules into account to maximize their expected cumulative
reward and act cautiously towards their opponents, which is why we dubbed this formulation a
cautious Markov game. It is a classic result for normal-form stochastic games that memoryless
equilibrium policies exist Shoham and Leyton-Brown (2008). Similarly, we consider the problem of
identifying Markov perfect equilibria of the cautious Markov game.
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Definition 4 Let ∆G
i (sp ) = {zi ∈ ∆(Ai ) : Prob(ai ∈ Gi (sp )) = 1 − pi } be the set of strategies for
agent i in which agent i takes an imprudent action with probability pi at a state sp . For a Cautious
Q
G
Stochastic Game, a Markov perfect policy profile π ⋆ (sp ) ∈ ∆G (sp ) := N
i=1 ∆i (sp ) constitutes a
Nash equilibrium (NE) if and only if

π⋆
π⋆
⋆
⋆ [Q
πi⋆ (s) ∈ arg max
Eπi ,π−i
∀sp ∈ Sp , (5)
i (sp , ai , a−i )] =: Qi (sp , πi (sp ), π−i (sp )) ,
πi (sp )∈∆G
i (sp )

for agents i = 1, . . . , N .

4. Proposed Approach
In this section we build up our approach towards the cautious Markov game that we defined in
§3. We divide our approach into three parts: First, we show how to compute Ri for each agent
i ∈ {1, . . . , N }, to define a Cautious Markov Game associated with an MG and rules ϕ1 , . . . , ϕN .
Then, we analyze these games in the static setting without dynamics. Finally, we use the results
from the static setting to construct algorithms to efficiently solve for Nash equilibria in the 2-player
zero-sum case and compute robust (maxmin) policies for a general N -agent setting.
4.1. Identifying Rule-Breaking and Rule-Following Actions
To identify the rule-breaking and rule-following action sets Bi (sp ) and Gi (sp ) necessary to formulate
the Cautious Markov Game, we need to compute the safe set of states Ri associated with each agent
i ∈ {1, . . . , N }. Identifying the set Ri generally involves solving a reach-avoid game, where the
ego’s objective is to steer clear of Fi and the opponent’s disturbance maximizes the likelihood of
entering Fi . For multi-agent MDPs, this can be done by taking advantage of classic results for
zero-sum stochastic games Shapley (1953). Similarly, for continuous time systems, sets like Ri
defined in (3) are often computed using Hamilton-Jacobi reachability analysis Bansal et al. (2017).
We make a simple observation to reduce computational cost: Since there are a finite number of
decisions that the other agents can make, we can perform any robust (i.e. for all opponent actions)
reachability computation for agent i by uniformly randomizing over the decisions made by the
opposing agents.
Definition 5 We write the transition dynamics associated with randomizing the actions of all agents
except i as
X
1
Ti (s′p |sp , ai ) :=
Tp (s′p |sp , ai , a−i ).
(6)
|A−i |
a−i ∈A−i

Using the randomized transition function, we then solve a single agent reachability problem.
Theorem 6 Define the MDP (Sp , Ti , Ai , Rireach , γ) as a reachability problem for each agent i =
1, . . . , N , with
(
−1 if sp ∈ Fi
(7)
Rireach (sp , ai ) =
0
else
and γ ∈ (0, 1). Let πireach , Vireach be the optimal policy and value function associated with this
MDP. Then, it holds that
Ri = {sp ∈ Sp : Vireach (sp ) = 0}.
(8)
For a proof of Theorem 6, see Appendix C. Therefore, we can compute Ri , and by extension Gi (sp )
and Bi (sp ), efficiently using single-agent value iteration.
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4.2. Games with Priors Over Actions
To build out the machinery to handle stochastic games with rule-breaking likelihoods, we first discuss
how definition 4 extends the Nash equilibrium concept for static games without dynamics. In our
setting, we know the likelihood of agent i taking an action in Bi is pi a priori, so we say that these
games have a prior over actions.
Clearly, the set of mixed profiles that satisfy the prior over actions, πi ∈ ∆G
i and, by extension,
Q
G are convex. Although definition 4 appears similar to the regular definition of a
∆G := N
∆
i=1 i
Q
mixed Nash equilibrium, the constraint set ∆G ⊆ ∆ := N
i=1 ∆(Ai ) is different. The prior over
actions indicates some partial knowledge of the behavior of other agents, such as an estimate of the
likelihood that a road user will act to violate a traffic rule. There need not exist any mixed Nash
equilibria to the game that happen to satisfy the prior over actions, whereas it is trivial to show
that an equilibrium according to definition 4 has to exist for a game with priors over actions by
repeating Nash’s classic fixed-point proof, since ∆G is a convex subset of ∆ Nash (1950). Therefore,
specifying games with priors over actions allows us to align the result of game theoretic analysis
with partial observations on an opponent’s behavior without modifying the incentive structures of
the agents. Moreover, by selecting pi = 0 and Gi = Ai , it should be readily apparent that games
with priors over actions generalize normal-form games. Therefore, general games with priors over
actions inherit at least the computational hardness of general-sum normal-form games (specifically,
PPAD-completeness Roughgarden (2016)), so we consider efficiently solving these games in a
general setting intractable.
Because identifying equilibria for general-sum N -player games is a computationally intractable
problem, we instead focus on computing worst-case, or robust, strategies and payoffs for each agent.
To compute robust payoffs for agent i, we assume that all the other agents centrally coordinate their
decisions to frustrate agent i, while still satisfying the prior over actions.
Definition 7 For a game with priors over actions, let ∆R
−i = {z−i ∈ ∆(A−i ) : Prob(aj ∈ Bj ) =
⋆
pj ∀j ̸= i}. Then, the robust payoff Ri and robust strategy zi⋆ ∈ ∆G
i for agent i ∈ {1, . . . , N } are
the solution and optimizer of the (maxmin) problem
Ri⋆ = max

min Ri (zi , z−i ).

R
zi ∈∆G
i z−i ∈∆−i

(9)

In Appendix E we show that we can solve (9) using linear programming (LP) in two separate ways:
one uses using LP duality, and one takes advantage of an interpretation involving pi -biased coin
tosses. Because ∆G
−i parametrizes only strategy profiles where the opponents behave independently
of each other and ∆R
−i does not, we get a lower-bound certificate of performance when agent i plays
⋆
R
strategy zi . That is, Ri⋆ ≤ Ri (zi⋆ , z−i ) for all z−i ∈ ∆G
−i ⊆ ∆−i .
It is a classic result in game theory that robust strategies correspond to the unique Nash equilibrium for 2-player zero-sum games Dasgupta et al. (2008); Shoham and Leyton-Brown (2008). This
classic result also applies to games with priors over actions, we include a proof in Appendix D.
4.3. Cautious Stochastic Games
Now that we analyzed the static, or zero-shot, setting with no dynamics as games with priors over
actions, we return to the cautious stochastic games we wish to solve. In definition 4, the stage games
played at each state sp ∈ Sp constitute games with priors over actions. As a result, computing
NEs for CMGs using a value-iteration-like algorithm is computationally hard. Moreover, it is well
known that, even if we assume we could compute equilibria to the stage games, a value iteration
algorithm need not converge to a NE Greenwald and Hall (2003). Instead, we compute policies
for our autonomous agent, the ego agent, using a robust value-iteration (VI) procedure. In a robust
7
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VI scheme, we assume the other agents coordinate together against the ego. Therefore we solve
for the robust policy and value function that satisfy equation (9) at each state at each iteration. We
summarize this procedure in algorithm 1. In comparison with the classical Value Iteration algorithm,
in robust VI, we solve an LP at each state for each iteration. We can therefore view algorithm 1 as a
generalization of the classic algorithm proposed for 2-player zero-sum Markov Games in Shapley
(1953).
Lemma 8 Algorithm 1 converges to a unique fixed point Vi⋆ for each agent i = 1, . . . , N .
For a proof of lemma 16, see Appendix F. Moreover, since algorithm 1 is a value iteration
procedure and we can efficiently compute the robust problem (9) using LP, it is straightforward to
see that we can efficiently compute an approximate fixed point. In addition, we show that in the
2-player zero-sum case, algorithm 1 identifies the unique NE of the CMG. This is an unsurprising
generalization of the classic result due to Shapley (1953). For a proof, see Appendix F. Moreover, we
emphasize that the robust value function Vi⋆ and its associated implicit policy πi⋆ produce a certificate
of robustness for agent i, that is, that agent i’s expected utility will be at least Vi⋆ under the implicit
robust policy.
Theorem 9 Let Vi⋆ be the output of algorithm 1 for agent i, with implicit maxmin policy πi⋆ such
⋆
that πi⋆ (sp ) ∈ ∆G
i (sp ) at each sp ∈ Sp . Let Vi be the value function for agent i under πi and any
G
opponent policies π−i such that π−i (sp ) ∈ ∆−i (sp ) at each sp ∈ Sp . Then it holds for any sp ∈ Sp
that Vi⋆ (sp ) ≤ Vi (sp ).
For a proof, see Appendix F. We note that for general Markov games without rules, the robust
policy computed for an ego robot is often much too conservative to find practical use. Especially
in autonomous driving, a collision penalty for the ego agent will then result in a robust policy that
assumes other road users will try to collide with the ego agent. However, by specifying the game’s
rules, the CMG constrains the other agents only to take actions that violate the rules with a fixed
probability. Hence, if the rules are well-designed, much of the ambiguity of the other agents’ behavior
is eliminated a priori, reducing the conservatism of the robust policy without applying inverse RL
approaches and searching for general-sum Nash equilibria.
Algorithm 1: Cautious Markov Game
Robust Value Iteration
1

2
3
4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11
12

Given: CMG
(Sp , γ, Tp , {Ri , Gi , Bi , pi }N
i=1 ), ego agent i;
Vi0 (sp ) ← 0 ∀sp ∈ Sp and k ← 1;
while not converged do
for sp ∈ Sp , a ∈ A do
Qki (sp , a) ← Ri (sp , a) +
P
γ s′p ∈Sp Tp (s′p |sp , a)Vik−1 (s′p );
end
for s′p ∈ Sp do
Vik (sp ) ← solution to (9) using
Qki (sp , ·);
end
k ← k + 1;
end
return Q⋆i (sp , a), Vi⋆ (sp )

1

2
3
4
5
6

8

Algorithm 2: Learning in Cautious
Markov Games
Given: MG (S, T, Ri , γ, {Ai }N
i=1 ), ego
agent i, trajectory dataset
k
D = {{sj , aj }Tj=1
}K
k=1 . ;
Construct product dynamics as per
definition 1.;
Rj ← solution to reachability problem
(12) for j = 1, . . . , N . ;
Gj (sp ), Bj (sp ) ← equation (4) ∀sp ∈ Sp ,
j = 1, . . . , N .
p̂j (sp ) ← estimate of pj from D for
j ̸= i. ;
Compute πi⋆ (sp ) using algorithm 1 and
{p̂j }j̸=i .
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Figure 1: Left two plots: NE policies for RPS for the original zero-sum game, and with a prior over
actions on agent 2. Center right: Estimate of Prob(a2 = scissors) vs. the no. of games
played. Right: Expected reward of agent 1: sol indicates R⋆ from (9) under the current
estimate, true compares the current policy to π2 , and MW compares a policy computed
using the MW algorithm to π2 , all with 2σ bars.
Moreover, the rule-violation probabilities pi for all non-ego agents are straightforward to estimate
k
from a dataset of K trajectories D = {{sj , aj }Tj=1
}K
k=1 , by counting the events when ai ∈ Gi (sp ) in
the product state space. Moreover, we emphasize that our results apply not only when pi is fixed, but
also when it is a function of the product state, i.e., when pi : Sp → [0, 1], so that pi can be a local
property of the environment. This parallels the standard result that Ai can also be a function of the
state. We summarize this approach in algorithm 2.

5. Simulations
Rock-Paper-Scissors (RPS): First off, we illustrate the utility of a prior over actions with a simple
static example. Consider a game of rock-paper-scissors between two agents, the ego and the opponent.
Each agent receives a payoff of 1 if it wins, 0 if the outcome is a stalemate, and −1 if it loses, a
classic zero-sum game. As is shown in Fig. 1, the unique NE for rock-paper-scissors is for both
players to uniformly randomize their strategies, yielding an expected payoff of 0 for each agent
Dasgupta et al. (2008). Suppose now that we play many RPS games in sequence and only observe
our reward and whether the human opponent played scissors or not. We might find that they do not
randomize their play exactly according to the zero-sum NE. For example, as shown in Fig. 1, we
1
might observe over time that Prob(a2 = scissors) = 10
.
Rather than identifying a payoff function that explains our opponent’s behavior, resulting in a
non zero-sum game requiring non-convex optimization to compute a NE, we can align the structure
of the game with observations of our opponent’s behavior by specifying a game with a prior over
actions. As shown in Fig. 1, specifying the prior allows us to quickly exploit partial knowledge of
our actual opponent’s behavior, as we quickly learn not to play rock, resulting in an expected payoff
of .23 and a 41% chance of winning. Moreover, Fig. 1 also shows that online estimation of the prior
over actions allows us to learn optimal behavior faster than if we apply the multiplicative weights
(MW) algorithm (which even requires observing a2 at each iteration) Roughgarden (2016).
Grid World: Next, we illustrate the cautious Markov game and our solution algorithms on a
grid world example with two agents, the ego and the opponent (see Fig. 2). Our grid world example
represents a simplified depiction of a stop-signed intersection. Both agents can only move in straight
lines along the grid cells; the ego moves vertically and the opponent horizontally. The middle
cell at the (0, 0) coordinate, where the directions of motion of both agents intersect, represents the
intersection that both agents need to cross. The Markovian dynamics of the agents are independent,
each of which is described by its position and velocity si = (xi , vi ), and acceleration command
ai ∈ (−1, 0, 1). We construct the transition dynamics as follows: Each agent moves its position to
9
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Figure 2: Behavior of the cautious grid-world agents. Left: p2 = 51 . Right: p2 = 45 . The shaded
regions in the intersection indicate the states in Sp \ Ri for the ego (blue) and opponent
(red) reachable from s01 = s02 = (−2, 0). The bar charts show the agents’ policies.
p2 = 0 p2 = 51 p2 = 45 p2 = 1
Cautious
5.3
3.2
.16
0.0
Table 1: Realised ego utility V1 (s0p ) against
Optimist
5.3
3.2
-.95
-2.0
an opponent that takes imprudent acPessimist
1.2
0.8
.11
0.0
tions with probability p2 .
xi + vi with vi ∈ (−1, 0, 1), with a fixed transition probability pt = 21 and stays in the same place
with probability 1 − pt . The velocity vi′ at the next timestep is equal to the acceleration command ai
with probability 1. The agents receive a positive reward for reaching xi = 2 before their opponent
and are penalized for collisions. Both agents are expected to respect the first-in-first-out (FIFO)
traffic principle, necessitating an (ϕ Before ϕ′ ) operator, which we construct from the base LTL
operators as SB (read as strictly before) in Appendix A. We take the atomic propositions Ai , Bi , Ci
as indicators on whether agents 1, 2 occupy the grid cell right before the intersection (that is, (0, −1)
and (−1, 0)), the intersection cell (0, 0), or have crossed the intersection (any grid coordinate greater
than 0) respectively and state the FIFO rules
ϕi = (Aj SB Ai ) → (Cj SB Bi ),
for (i, j) ∈ {(1, 2), (2, 1)}. Our ego agent should never break the rules, so we set p1 = 0. Fig. 2
shows the qualitative behavior of the agents when the ego arrives at the stop sign first: the ego decides
to cross the road if p2 is low, but lets the opponent pass when they are likely to take imprudent actions
and cross out of turn. Moreover, for s01 = (−1, 0) and s02 = (−2, 1), Table 1 shows that the cautious
agent 1) is less conservative than a pessimistic agent that assumes p2 = 1, and 2) performs better
than an optimistic agent that assumes p2 = 0, thereby assuming agent 2 always takes prudent actions.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we developed a precise notion of what it means to for an agent to break a traffic rule in a
stochastic game. First, we used this definition to convert rule-breaking, a statement over trajectories,
to one over the agents’ decisions. Then, given an estimate of the likelihood that agents take imprudent
actions, we discussed how facts about normal-form games generally translate to the setting in which
we know this prior over actions. Our simulations showed that accounting for the rule-based nature of
the interaction through the prudent and imprudent actions can significantly reduce the conservatism
of robust (max-min) policies on a simple example. This showcases that 1) traffic rules reduce the
need for inter-agent negotiation 2) estimates of when opponents make imprudent decisions are an
actionable signal in an AV stack. Therefore, we focus future work towards conducting a wide range
of case studies on data that closely models the real world, for example, in the CARLA simulator
Dosovitskiy et al. (2017).
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Appendix A. Defining the “Before” Operator in LTL.
Many traffic rules and conventions specify certain events should happen in the right order, if they
are to occur at all. An ability to express a requirement that one event should occur before another
is indispensable to properly encode real-world traffic rules like the FIFO principle at a stop-signed
intersection. We show such an operator can directly be constructed from the base operators U, X in
LTL syntax Baier and Katoen (2008). However, some nuance exists in the definition of a “before”
operator: For example, should an operator that requires “x before y” allow x and y to occur at
the same instant or not? We define both a strict and a loose “before” operator to express either
requirement.
Definition 10 For two LTL formulae x and y, we define the loose before operator as xLBy :=
(¬y)Ux. If an input trace h |= xLBy, we say x happens loosely before y.
Definition 11 For two LTL formulae x and y, we define the strict before operator as xSBy :=
¬(yLBx) = ¬((¬x)Uy). If an input trace h |= xSBy, we say x happens strictly before y.
We illustrate the behavior of the loose and strong before operators using their corresponding finite
state machines, shown in Fig. 3. Besides the fact that both operators encode the basic idea that x
should occur before y, it is apparent that the loose before operator
14
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1. allows x and y to be satisfied for the first time simultaneously,
2. requires x to be satisfied at some point in time.
In contrast, the strict before operator
1. does not require x or y to be satisfied at some point in time,
2. requires x to be satisfied strictly before y is satisfied for the first time.
Since the strict before operator is accepting by default and disallows events happening simultaneously,
it presents a useful tool in modelling real-world traffic rules that satisfy our desiderata.

Appendix B. Prudent and Imprudent actions
Lemma 12 If sp ∈ Ri , then there exists an action ai ∈ Ai so that Tp (s′p |sp , ai , a−i ) = 0 for all
s′p ∈ Sp \ Ri and a−i ∈ A−i . In other words, there exists an action ai so that Prob(s′p ∈ Ri ) = 1.
Proof Since sp is in Ri , there exists a policy πi so that Fi is avoided for all time for all π−i ∈ Π−i
almost surely. Therefore, if agent i starts from sp , takes the action ai = πi (sp ), and transitions into
s′p , then s′p ̸∈ Fi and agent i can avoid Fi from s′p by continuing to act according to πi . Therefore,
there exists a policy so that Fi is avoided from s′p , implying that s′p ∈ Ri .
Theorem 13 Define the set of prudent, or good, actions at each state sp ∈ Sp for each agent
i = 1, . . . , N as the set
Gi (s) := {a ∈ Ai : Tp (s′p |sp , ai , a−i ) = 0 ∀s′p ∈ Sp \ Ri , a−i ∈ A−i },

(10)

and let the set of imprudent, or bad actions be Bi (sp ) := Ai \ Gi (sp ). Then, for a policy πi ∈ Πi ,
it holds that Prob(stp ∈ Fi |s0p = sp ) = 0 for all t ≥ 0 and π−i ∈ Π−i if and only if the initial
condition s0p ∈ Ri and πi (stp ) ∈ Gi (stp ) for all t ≥ 0.
Proof We first show the “only if” direction. If stp ∈ Ri , then lemma 12 implies that Gi (stp ) is
not empty. By definition, if stp ∈ Ri , taking πi (stp ) ∈ Gi then implies that st+1
∈ Ri . Moreover,
p
Fi ∩ Ri = ∅, so if s0p ∈ Ri , then the unilateral policy πi for agent i guarantees Fi is avoided by
induction.
Now we show the other direction. Assume that under πi ∈ Πi , the state never enters Fi from
some initial condition for any opponent policy π−i ∈ Π−i . We proceed by contradiction: Suppose
that there exists some t ≥ 0 and some realizable trajectory history htp ∈ Spt under πi from s0p for
which ati = πi (stp ) ̸∈ Gi (stp ). Then, by the definition of Gi (stp ), it holds that Prob(st+1
̸∈ Ri ) > 0
p
for some a−i ∈ A−i . By the definition of Ri , there are no policies in Πi that can guarantee that Fi is
avoided for an initial condition in Sp \ Ri for an arbitrary π−i ∈ Π−i . Therefore, there then exists
some k ≥ 0 and π−i ∈ Π−i so that Prob(st+k+1
∈ Fi |s0p ) > 0 under the policy πi . This contradicts
p
our premise, proving the theorem.
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Appendix C. Proof of Theorem 6
Theorem 14 Define the MDP (Sp , Ti , Ai , Rireach , γ) as a reachability problem for each agent i =
1, . . . , N , with
(
−1 if sp ∈ Fi
Rireach (sp , ai ) =
(11)
0
else
and γ ∈ (0, 1). Let πireach , Vireach be the optimal policy and value function associated with this
MDP. Then, it holds that
Ri = {sp ∈ Sp : Vireach (sp ) = 0}.
(12)
Proof First, notice that for (s′p , sp , ai ) ∈ Sp × Sp × Ai it holds that
Ti (s′p |sp , ai ) = 0 ⇐⇒ T (s′p |sp , ai , a−i ) = 0 ∀a−i ∈ A−i .

(13)

Now, we prove the “only if” direction. Let R̂i = {sp ∈ Sp : Vireach (sp ) = 0}. Since
X
Vireach (sp ) = Rireach (sp , πireach (sp )) + γ
Ti (s′p |sp , πireach (sp )Vireach (s′p )
s′p ∈Sp

and Rireach (sp , ai ) ≤ 0, it follows that Vireach (sp ) = 0 if and only if Vireach (s′p ) = 0 for all
s′p ∈ Sp for which Ti (s′p |sp , πireach (sp )) > 0. Therefore, for a state sp ∈ R̂i , it holds that
Ti (s′p |sp , πireach (sp )) = 0 for all s′p ∈ Sp \ R̂i . Using (13), it follows that for sp ∈ R̂i , it holds that
Tp (s′p |sp , π reach (sp ), a−i ) = 0 for all s′p ∈ Sp \ R̂i and a−i ∈ A−i . Since R̂i ∩ Fi = ∅, we therefore
have that if sp ∈ R̂i , there exists a policy such that ProbTp (stp ∈ Fi |s0p = sp ) = 0 for all t ≥ 0 and
π−i ∈ Π−i by induction. Therefore R̂i ⊆ Ri .
For the other direction, assume that sp ∈ Ri . Therefore, there exists a policy πi so that
ProbTp (stp ∈ Fi |s0p = sp ) = 0 for all t ≥ 0 and π−i ∈ Π−i . By theorem 13, this implies that
for sp ∈ Ri , it holds that πi (sp ) ∈ Gi (sp ). Therefore, we have that Tp (s′p |sp , πi (sp ), a−i ) = 0 for
all s′p ∈ Sp \ Ri and a−i ∈ A−i . Equation (13) then implies that Ti (s′p |sp , πi (sp )) = 0 for all
s′p ∈ Sp \ Ri . Therefore, if the initial condition sp ∈ Ri , the policy πi guarantees that stp ∈ Ri
for all t ≥ 0 under the randomized dynamics Ti (s′p |sp , πi (sp )) by induction. This implies that
the value function under πi and the randomized dynamics Ti (·) satisfies Viπ (sp ) = 0. Since we
−1
assumed Vireach (sp ) ∈ [ 1−γ
, 0] is the optimal value function of the reachability problem, it holds
that Vireach (sp ) ≥ Viπ (sp ) = 0. Therefore, we have that Ri ⊆ R̂i , proving the result.

Appendix D. 2-Player Zero-Sum Games
Theorem 15 Suppose we have a 2-player zero-sum game with priors over actions. That is, suppose
R1 (a) = −R2 (a) =: R(a) for all a ∈ A. Then, there exists a unique Nash equilibrium R⋆ = R1⋆ =
−R2⋆ that is attained when both players play max-min strategies z1⋆ and z2⋆ , defined as
zi⋆ ∈ arg max min Ri (zi , zj ),
zi ∈∆G
i

zj ∈∆G
j

for (i, j) ∈ {(1, 2), (2, 1)}.
16
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G
Proof Suppose ẑ1 ∈ ∆G
1 and ẑ2 ∈ ∆2 form a Nash equilibrium. Since the game is zero sum,
R1 (ẑ) = −R2 (ẑ) =: R̂. Applying the definition of Nash equilibrium to agent 1, it holds that

R̂ = max R(z1 , zˆ2 ) ≥ min max R(z1 , z2 ).
z1 ∈∆G
1

G
z2 ∈∆G
2 z1 ∈∆1

(15)

Similarly, using the NE definition and the fact that R2 (a) = −R1 (a) = −R(a), we have for agent 2
that
R̂ = min R(zˆ1 , z2 ) ≤ max min R(z1 , z2 ).
(16)
z2 ∈∆G
2

G
z1 ∈∆G
1 z2 ∈∆2

If we define the matrix R ∈ R|A1 |×|A2 | , with entries [R]ij = R(ai1 , aj2 ) for ai1 ∈ A1 and aj2 ∈ A2 ,
then it holds that R(z1 , z2 ) = z1⊺ Rz2 for (z1 , z2 ) ∈ ∆G . Therefore, by von Neumman’s minimax
G
⋆
theorem and convexity of the compact sets ∆G
1 and ∆2 , defining R as
R⋆ := min max z1⊺ Rz2 = max min z1⊺ Rz2 ,
G
z2 ∈∆G
2 z1 ∈∆1

G
z1 ∈∆G
2 z2 ∈∆1

(17)

implies that R⋆ ≤ R̂ ≤ R⋆ . Hence, the game has a unique equilibrium attained when the agents play
maxmin policies.

Appendix E. Adversarially Robust Strategies for N-player games
In this section, we show how to compute the robust value and policy associated with a game with
priors over actions defined in definition 7 in two ways. Both methods show that the maxmin problem
is a Linear Program.
E.1. Base Interpretation
From the definition of ∆R
−i , we can write the robust problem (9) as
max min zi⊺ Ri z−i

z−i
zi ∈∆G
i

s.t. z−i ∈ ∆(A−i ),
Probz−i (aj ∈ Bj ) = pj ∀j ̸= i,
where the matrix Ri ∈ R|Ai |×|A−i | has entries [Ri ]kj = Ri (aki , aj−i ) for aki ∈ Ai and aj−i ∈ A−i .
We will write the inner min as a max by taking the dual. First, define b⊺ = [1, p1 , . . . , pi−1 , pi+1 , . . . , pN ].
Also, let the matrix


Fi = f0 f1 . . . fi−1 fi+1 . . . fN ∈ R|A−i |×N ,
where f0 = 1|A−i | is the one vector and the k’th entry of the vector [fj ]k = 1 if ak−i = (a1 , . . . , ai−1 , ai+1 , . . . , aN )
has aj ∈ Bj . Then we can rewrite the inner min as
min zi⊺ Ri z−i
z−i | {z }
=:c⊺

s.t.

z−i
⊺
Fi z−i
17

≥0

= b.
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The lagrangian of this LP is
L(z−i , λ, ν) = c⊺ z−i + λ⊺ (−z−i ) + ν ⊺ (F⊺i z−i − b)
= (c + Fi ν − λ)⊺ z−i − ν ⊺ b,
from which it follows that the Lagrangian dual function is
(
−ν ⊺ b if (c + Fi ν − λ) = 0
g(λ, ν) := inf L(z−i , λ, ν) =
.
z−i
−∞ else
Hence, the dual program maxλ≥0, ν g(λ, ν) can be rewritten as the LP
max − ν ⊺ b
λ, ν

s.t. λ ≥ 0
c + Fi ν = λ,
which is equivalent to
max −ν ⊺ b
ν

s.t.

R⊺i zi + Fi ν ≥ 0.

Substituting v = −ν, we get
max v ⊺ b
v

s.t.

R⊺i zi

− Fi v ≥ 0.

returning to the original problem, it follows that
Ri⋆ = max max v ⊺ b
v
zi ∈∆G
i
⊺
s.t. Ri zi −

(18)
Fi v ≥ 0

which is a basic LP with decision variables zi and ν. In addition, note that the optimal profile zi⋆
that maximizes (18) is also a maximimzer for the robust problem (9).
E.2. Random Agent Interpretation
The second method relies on the interpretation that a game-with priors over actions corresponds to a
game where each agent first flips a coin to decide whether to play a prudent or imprudent action. To
compute the robust value Ri⋆ , we consider a coordinated agent for every outcome scenario of the
coin tosses. To explicitly write this out, let the set Xj = {(1 − pj , Gj ), (pj , Bj )} collect the
Q tuples
representing the prudent and imprudent scenarios for each agent. In addition, let X−i = j̸=i Xj
collect every opponent scenario for agent i. Then,
Q for every scenario x−i ∈ X−i , define the
associated opponent action set as U−i (x−i ) = (wj ,Uj )∈xj ∀j̸=i Uj . This action set occurs with
Q
likelihood wx−i = (wj ,Uj )∈xj ∀j̸=i wj . By representing the coordinated opponent strategy using
distributions conditioned over each scenario, it follows that

∆R
−i = {wx−i zx−i }x−i ∈X−i : zx−i ∈ ∆(Ux−i ) ∀x−i ∈ X−i .
18
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It then follows that the robust problem
max

min Ri (zi , z−i )

X

wx−i Ri (zi , zx−i )

R
zi ∈∆G
i z−i ∈∆−i

is equivalent to
max min
zi

zx−i

x−i ∈X−i

s.t.
zi ∈ ∆G
i
zx−i ∈ ∆(U−i (x−i )) ∀x−i ∈ X−i .
g,x

b,x

Now, we define the matrices Ri −i ∈ R|Gi |×|U−i (x−i )| and Ri −i ∈ R|Bi |×|U−i (x−i )| with k, l’th
entries as Ri (aki , al−i ) for aki ∈ Gi , al−i ∈ Ui (x−i ) and aki ∈ Bi , al−i ∈ Ui (x−i ) respectively. Then,
applying the epigraph trick, it follows that we can write the robust problem as
X
max
wx−i tx−i
xi ,yi ,tx−i

x−i ∈X−i

xi ∈ ∆(Gi ),

s.t.

yi ∈ ∆(Bi ),
g,x−i ⊺

tx−i ≤ (1 − pi )Ri

tx−i ∈ R
b,x−i ⊺

xi + pi Ri

yi ,

∀x−i ∈ X−i ,

(19)

∀x−i ∈ X−i .

Appendix F. Robust Value Iteration for Cautious Games
Lemma 16 Algorithm 1 converges to a unique fixed point Vi⋆ for each agent i = 1, . . . , N .
Proof The proof presented is essentially an analogous result to that of the original 2-player zero-sum
game due to Shapley (1953). Moreover, it can also be shown using robust dynamic programming
theory as presented in Wolff et al. (2012). For any function V : Sp → R, define ∥V ∥∞ =
maxsp ∈Sp |V (sp )| and let CB[Vi ](sp ) denote the result at state sp of applying one iteration of the
value iteration algorithm 1 to Vi for agent i ∈ {1, . . . , N }. Then, for any two Vi , V̂i and sp ∈ Sp , it
holds that
CB[Vi ](sp ) =
=
=
=

max

min

Qi (sp , πi (sp ), π−i (sp )))

max

min

X


Ea∼(πi (sp ),π−i (sp )) Ri (sp , a) + γ
Tp (s′p |sp , a)Vi (s′p )

max

min



Ea∼(πi (sp ),π−i (sp )) Ri (sp , a) + γEs′p [Vi (s′p )|a]

max

min



Ea∼(πi (sp ),π−i (sp )) Ri (sp , a) + γEs′p [V̂ (s′p )|a] + γEs′p [Vi (s′p ) − V̂i (s′p )|a]

R
πi (sp )∈∆G
i (sp ) π−i (sp )∈∆−i (sp )

R
πi (sp )∈∆G
i (sp ) π−i (sp )∈∆−i (sp )

R
πi (sp )∈∆G
i (sp ) π−i (sp )∈∆−i (sp )

R
πi (sp )∈∆G
i (sp ) π−i (sp )∈∆−i (sp )

≤ CB[V̂i ](sp ) +

max

sp ∈Sp

max

R
πi (sp )∈∆G
i (sp ) π−i (sp )∈∆−i (sp )

γEs′p [Vi (s′p ) − V̂i (s′p )]

≤ CB[V̂i ](sp ) + γ∥Vi − V̂i ∥∞ .
By applying a symmetric argument to CB[V̂i ](sp ), we get that |CB[Vi ](sp ) − CB[V̂i ](sp )| ≤ γ∥Vi −
V̂i ∥∞ . Therefore, we have that CB[·] is a contraction operator; i.e., that
∥CB[Vi ] − CB[V̂i ]∥∞ ≤ γ∥Vi − V̂i ∥∞ ,
19
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since γ ∈ (0, 1). By the contractive fixed point theorem Wolff et al. (2012), contractivity of CB[·]
implies that algorithm 1 converges to a unique fixed point Vi⋆ for which
Vi⋆ (sp ) =

max

min

R
zi ∈∆G
i (sp ) z−i ∈∆−i (sp )

Q⋆i (sp , zi , z−i ),

∀sp ∈ Sp .

Lemma 17 For a 2-player zero-sum Cautious Stochastic game, a policy profile π ⋆ such that
π ⋆ (sp ) ∈ ∆G (sp ) for all sp ∈ Sp , associated with value functions V1⋆ (sp ) and V2⋆ (sp ), constitutes
a Nash equilibrium if and only if both players play robust (maxmin) strategies. That is, if and only if
πi⋆ (sp ) ∈

arg max

min

πi (sp )∈∆G
i (sp )

πj (sp )∈∆G
j (sp )

Q⋆i (sp , πi (sp ), πj (sp )) ∀sp ∈ Sp ,

for (i, j) ∈ {(1, 2), (2, 1)}. Moreover, for each state sp ∈ Sp , it holds that V1⋆ (sp ) = −V2⋆ (sp ).
Proof Since the game is zero sum, it follows that for any policy profile π with π(sp ) ∈ ∆G (sp )
for all sp ∈ Sp , it holds that V1π (sp ) = −V2π (sp ) for every sp ∈ Sp . Therefore, it follows that the
Q-functions for each agent associated with any such policy π satisfy Qπ1 (sp , a) = −Qπ2 (sp , a) for all
sp ∈ Sp and a ∈ A. By definition 4, a policy profile π ⋆ is a Nash equilibrium if and only if π ⋆ (sp )
constitutes a Nash equilibrium for the subgame at each state sp ∈ Sp with payoffs Q⋆i (sp , a) for each
agent i = 1, 2. Since the game is zero-sum, we have that Q⋆1 (s, a) = −Q⋆2 (s, a), so these subgames
are zero-sum 2-player games with priors over actions. Theorem 15 therefore gives us that a Markov
policy profile for the 2-player zero-sum CMG constitutes a Nash equilibrium if and only if both
agents act according to maxmin strategies, and that V1⋆ (sp ) = −V2⋆ (sp ) for each sp ∈ Sp .
Theorem 18 For a 2-player Cautious Stochastic Game, Algorithm 1 converges to the unique Nash
equilibrium value function V ⋆ (sp ) = V1⋆ (sp ) = −V2⋆ (sp ) of the game, attained when both agents
play their robust (maxmin) implicit policies. That is, when
πi⋆ (sp ) ∈

arg max

min

πi (sp )∈∆G
i (sp )

πj (sp )∈∆G
j (sp )

Q⋆i (sp , πi (sp ), πj (sp )) ∀sp ∈ Sp ,

for (i, j) ∈ {(1, 2), (2, 1)}.
Proof Since the game has 2 players, by Lemma 16, we have that Algorithm 1 converges to a unique
fixed point Vi⋆ satisfying
Vi⋆ (sp ) =

max

min

G
zi ∈∆G
i (sp ) zj ∈∆j (sp )

Q⋆i (sp , zi , z−i ),

∀sp ∈ Sp ,

(20)

for (i, j) ∈ {(1, 2), (2, 1)}. Moreover, since the game is zero-sum, Lemma 17 then yields the
result.
Theorem 19 Let Vi⋆ be the output of algorithm 1 for agent i, with implicit maxmin policy πi⋆ , i.e., a
policy satisfying
πi⋆ (sp ) ∈

arg max
πi (sp )∈∆G
i (sp )

min

π−i (sp )∈∆R
−i (sp )

Q⋆i (sp , πi (sp ), π−i (sp )) ∀sp ∈ Sp .

Let Vi be the value function for agent i under πi⋆ and any opponent policies π−i such that π−i (sp ) ∈
⋆
∆G
−i (sp ) at each sp ∈ Sp . Then it holds for any sp ∈ Sp that Vi (sp ) ≤ Vi (sp ).
20
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Proof Since πi⋆ is the implicit maxmin policy associated with Vi⋆ , lemma 16 gives us that
Vi⋆ (sp ) =

min

π−i (sp )∈∆R
−i (sp )

Q⋆i (sp , πi⋆ (sp ), π−i (sp )) ∀sp ∈ Sp .

(21)

Next, let π−i be any coordinated opponent policy so that π−i (sp ) ∈ ∆R
−i (sp ) for each sp ∈ Sp ,
and let Vi denote the cumulative expected discounted reward for agent i under the policies πi⋆ and
π−i . By Bellman’s principle of optimality, equation (21) then gives us that Vi⋆ (sp ) ≤ Vi (sp ) for all
R
sp ∈ Sp . The result then follows from the fact that ∆G
−i (sp ) ⊆ ∆−i (sp ) for all sp ∈ Sp .
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